
MEETINGS IN SWEDEN Oct 2016 

 

Some of the ideas spoken in the meeting aret he following ones: 

 

● Google drive is a place to share, we can invite the other teachers here. 

● Everything in dropbox has been transferred into Google Drive already (by Bodil) 

● To prepare the next meeting in Catalonia: Susanna will use a document to share with 

the others  (a google drive document) 

● Mobility tool: Maria from Italy suggests talking about it. It’s a difficult tool. Bodil says 

people give different information, even wrong information about it, also from the MA. 

We should check that. Bodil says her school has no help about  these technical matters 

at their school and this makes things more difficult. Maria also tried to ask in her 

school but with no success. Poland agrees it’s a difficult tool. 

● Bodil says we need to work together with somebody good at finance, but how? She 

suggests some of us can find a financial person wh can distinguish between 

“implementation money” and “short stay visits”. Poland and Catalonia say they will ask 

in their schools and pass the information to the rest.. 

● Martia says they asked their NA about the possibility to increase the number of 

students in the other nobilities (as Turkey is not in now), but she was told it depends 

on the number of km, so, we should check (with a financial person who might help) 

● Susanna says she would like to have the future activities planned and shared so as to 

fulfill the expectations written on the project, she has already been doing that in her 

school but thinks it would be a good idea to share them before doing them. Bodil says 

that’s why in Sweden students have been working on the campaigns (which will or 

might be continued during the school year in each school). 

● Etwinings:  

Helena says her campaign was mainly based on drinking water instead of fuzzy drinks 

and also on giving students ideas or means to play during the break time such as table 

tennis, etc... 

Poland: asks which activities go to etwinnings and which to the web. Bodil answers 

that the web is for everything and etwinnings is more for the European institutions to 

see what we have been doing. 

Helena says they want to see pictures with a short explanation mainly, and Bodil says 

we can include the programme of this week in Sweden and hang it there with pictures. 

● Next mobility with students: To Catalonia, the last week of March. 

● Susanna suggests that students could be in contact, also the ones who don’t travel. 

Bodil says they could have some tasks to do and hang them afterwards. We decide to 

talk about it on Friday. 

● Europass: Bodil suggests students prepare their CV and upload it, this can be a 

language activity (as this is a useful tool about languages, competences and skills): 

older students can use this for real, and younger ones will then have a preparation. 

● Each teacher has to find 3 different dates and times to have a videoconference and 

send it to Ileana. 



● Booklet:Sweden will do it this time. Bodil suggests we can send the info to Sweden 

without a special format or design, and they will work on the design.  

● About the booklet on Nutrition, Susanna will order a paper copy for each country. 

 

 

2nd MEETING  

 

● Multilingual Dictionary: we’ll have the second one done in Catalonia during the stay 

there. We will use Maria’s cards made in Sweden ( the words selected). Sweden will 

upload the words in Google Drive. Some other word may be added if we want. 

● One of the seminars we are supposed to do has already been done in Sweden, others 

can be done in each school. 

● Campaigns: have been prepared in Sweden and each country will work from this basis. 

● Survey: Bodil and Turkey were supposed to do the survey at the beginning and end of 

each year. Bodil will check and tell us something, each school can also think about it 

and share ideas. 

● Everything done should be sent to Poland via Google Drive, but we should senda n 

e-mail too telling about it. 

● Up till now, the different schools have the following plans r ideas for dissemination: 

- Autria: 3 articles for the local newspapers 

- Italy:  3 articles for the local newspapers 

- Sweden: parents’ meeting and a magazine based on our week in Sweden. 

- Poland: 3 articles for the local newspapers  and tell parents about the meeting. 

- Catalonia: radio programme, TV advert, workshop for parents about nutrition, 

some activities prepared by our students for the primary school. 

● Mobility to Catalonia (Gironella) from the 26th March to the 1st April 

● Teachers’ meeting in Poland: Magda will contact us and will propose different days. 

● Booklet: content: the main point may be to do a magazine to invite young people to 

stay away from addictions, and it should contain: 

- Slogans/campaigns 

- Open letters 

- Report/Interview 

- Informed science article based on research / pool (having first talked to a 

politician,... and find out why drugs get to people,....) 

- Others to be suggested ....................we should send them to each other. 

● Andreas says we could link a campaign to a foundation. Bodil says they have already 

planned campaigns related to existing foundations. Catalonia has also done that (one 

related to the marathon on TV3, the Catalan TV channel, on Diabetes last school year) 

● Bodil says she uses a free tool which is very useful called ASANA, she’ll send the link, so 

as to put everything there. 

 


